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connected' with former Sen. J.W. Fulbright and former 
Defense Secretary Clark Clifford. The power of the 
"J ewish Lobby" in fact reflects the enormous financial 
power of the New York and London banks and the liberal 
Eastern press like the New York Times and the Lazard 
Freres-owned Washington Post and Newsweek. 

The expose that appeared in the advertisement in the 
New York Times this week by the American Palestine 
Committee, accusing Dayan of ha ving personally ordered 
the bombing of the USS Liberty by Israeli forces during 
the 1967 war, reveals only the surface of an important 
story. Although Dayan in fact did knowingly order the 

attack on the Liberty, the background is this: the 
Liberty, a U.S. intelligence-gathering vessel, had 
learned that Dayan had just ordered the activation of 
Israeli nuclear weapons and had issued preliminary 
instructions targeting Cairo, the Aswan Dam, and 
Egyptian troop concentrations for atomic attack. The 
attack on the Liberty was meant to elimin.ate evidence of 
this plan - but it did not succeed, and such records exist. 

In Israel, at present, the Dayan forces have made a 

fool of Prime Minister Menachem Begin. Begin, who is 
by no means of the Dayan circle, has been sucked into 
playing Dayan's game and has been led to believe his 

Anwar, Sadat: Israeli Agent 

While presuming to be a defender of the Egyptian 
nation against "Zionism," Egyptian President 
Anwar Sadat has been a pliant tool of exactly those 
same New York-based banking interests that 
control Moshe Dayan and a significant related wing 
of Israeli politics and military intelligence. 

. Sadat's earliest claim to fame was the contact 
ma,n between the Nasser-led "Free Officers" and 
the, Muslim Brotherhood, an organization to which 
Sadat himself belonged in the post-World War II 
period in which the Brotherhood increasingly 
became a repository for the operatives of the Otto 
Skorzeny-controlled Nazi intelligence services. 
Sadat was the most pro-terrorist member of the 
"Free Officers," in factional distinction to the 
"industrial capitalist" -oriented faction around 
Nasser himself. 

In the early 1950s, in his book Revolt on the Nile, 
Sadat longingly eulogized Adolf Hitler. 

Serving in the 1950s to late 1960s period in an 
"advisory" capacity to Nasser for many issues -
being, for example, a prime exponent of the 
disastrous Yemen operation which strategically 
wrecked Egyptian capabilities - Sadat was chosen 
by U.S.-linked Egyptian military-intelligence as 
Nasser's most likely successor, a choice which was 
foisted on the demoralized Nasser. 

Since that time, Sadat has opened the door wide 
to the Rockefeller-Lazard-controlled International 
Monetary Fund. His "Open Door" policy has 
opened Egypt only to foreign speculative banking 
arrangements and has left the country in disastrous 
economic shape. 

Sadat has opened Egyptian intelligence wide to 
U.S. National Security Council penetration while 
stripping his country's military defense capa
bilities bare through his Kissinger-ordered anti
Soviet policies. 

By his conspiratorial collusion with 'Kissinger, 
Dayan, and corrupt Saudi Arabian networks in 
1973, Sadat helped coordinate the 1973 Arab-Israeli 
war and ensuing oil hoax. The astronomic rise in 
the price of oil has been used to factional advantage 
by Chase, Lazard, and allied New York banking 
interests to impose Eurodollar and related finan
cial bubble swindles on the world economic system. 

2 MIDDLE EAST 

The past two years' Sadat dossier exposes his 
return with those New ¥ork-liriked circles who 
tightly control him. 

* Signs Kissinger-orchestrated Sinai Two 
agreement in September, 1975, activating the 
genocidal war in Lebanon. 

* In March 1976, holds meetings with David 
Rockefeller, who conveys to him Israeli Defense 
Minister Shimon Peres' promise not to move mili
tarily against Sadat if he collaborates with ,U.S.
Israeli networks. Sadat receives promise of $250 
million loan in return for playing the game. 

* In late 1976, Sadat works out austerity measures 
with the IMF, holds early 1977 meetings with Ed
ward Levi, ex-U.S. Attorney General· and 1940s 
defender of the Standard Oil-I.G. Farben cartel, 
and J. Paul Austin, head of Coca Cola and key 
Carter-controller on the Trilateral Commission. 
Soon after, Sadat announces imposition of food 
subsidy cutbacks, triggers major national riots, 
and follows this up with · sweeping internal 
reorganization of domestic security forces, large
scale crackdown against the Egyptian left, and 
barely covert alliance with Egyptian right-wing 
forces funded by private Rockefeller-connected 
Saudi networks. 

* In mid-May 1977, Sadat plans invasion of Libya. 
Consults to this end with New York Senator Jacob 
Javits, "the Senator from Chase Manhattan," who 
informs Sadat in a mid-July visit to Egypt, that 
Lazard Freres has declared "Open Season" against 
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC). The Javits meeting follows closely on 
heels of visit to Egypt by Kamal Adham, adviser to 
Saudi King Khaled and prime architect of Rocke
feller-linked Saudi-Egypt axis formed during and 
after 1973 war. In mid-July, Sadat orders invasion 
of Libya, key moment in Lazard's "Bust OPEC" 
strategy. 

* In early August 1977, Sadat secretly meets with 
Austin again, days before Vance arrival in Egypt. 
On Vance's arrival, Sadat calls for "working 
group" proposal, destabilizing various Arab, 
European, and U.S. schemes for an overall peace 
accord. 
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